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Abstract
A divide is the image of a generic, relative immersion of intervals in the unit disk. In the present
paper we remove the relative condition by introducing a generalized class of divide called free di-
vides. We describe how to define the link of a free divide in a well-defined way and, further, show
that its unknotting (gordian) number is still equal to the number of double points of the immersed
intervals. This extends the result of A’Campo concerning unknotting numbers of just relative divides.
We conclude the paper with a table of free divides and their links which, by virtue of the main result,
are tabulated according to their unknotting numbers.
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1. Introduction
A divide is the image of a generic, relative immersion of a finite number of copies of the
unit interval in the unit disk. It is possible to extend the definition of divides to also include
immersions of unit circles, but in the present paper we consider divides consisting of only
immersed intervals. For each point (x1, x2) on a divide P̂ we consider the tangent vectors
(u1, u2) ∈ T(x1,x2)(P̂ ) to P̂ , and define the set L(P̂ ) in the unit three sphere
ST
(
R
2) := {(x1, x2, u1, u2) ∈R4 | x21 + x22 + u21 + u22 = 1}
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by
L
(
P̂
) := {(x1, x2, u1, u2) ∈ ST(R2) | (x1, x2) ∈ P̂ , (u1, u2) ∈ T(x1,x2)(P̂ )}.
By the generic condition of divides, L(P̂ ) consists of a well-defined link in the unit three
sphere, which is called the link of the divide P̂ .
The idea of a divide is based on the study of real morsifications of isolated complex
plane curve singularities due to A’Campo [1,2] and Gusein-Zade [11–13]. In particular,
the link of an isolated complex plane curve singularity is isotopic to the link of a divide
consisting of an immersion with the same configuration.
Remarkable facts concerning the link of a divide include the following: (1) it is a fibred
link if the divide is connected, (2) the geometrical monodromy of the fibration consists
of a product of right Dehn twists whose core curves can be visualized on the fiber of the
divide, and (3) its gordian number, which is the simplest unknotting number according to
the crossing change shown in Fig. 1, is equal to the number of double points of P̂ . (We
will use the term “gordian number” to distinguish it from other unknotting numbers.) For
these properties of the links of divides, see [3,4].
In [10], the authors introduced a new approach for divides, so called oriented divides,
and also defined the link of an oriented divide (see Section 2).
The link of a divide is isotopic to the link of an oriented divide obtained from the divide
by doubling the immersed intervals. Fig. 2 shows an example of this construction. It is
known that for any link L in S3 there is an oriented divide whose link is isotopic to L [10]
(cf. [8]). Therefore the “doubling method” characterizes, via oriented divides, the links of
divides in the class of links in S3.
Since the immersion of a divide is relative, the endpoints of each immersed interval
are on the boundary of the unit disk. However, after the doubling, the obtained oriented
Fig. 1. A crossing change for the gordian number.
Fig. 2. A doubling method of a divide.
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divide does not intersect the boundary. A natural question arises: Is the relative condition
important? The answer turns out to be “yes” if we focus on the fibration theorem of divides,
but “no” if we consider the gordian numbers of the links of divides.
Before stating the main result we must first extend the definition of links of divides to
include the non-relative case.
Definition 1.1. A free divide P is the image of a generic immersion of a finite number of
copies of the unit interval in the unit disk D. Here generic means the following:
• P has neither self-tangent points nor triple points.
• P does not have double points on the boundary ∂D of D.
• The endpoints of each immersed interval lie on D \ P .
• If an endpoint is on ∂D, at this point the immersed interval intersects ∂D transversely.
We call an endpoint of an immersed interval not lying on ∂D a free endpoint of P .
A typical example of a non-relative divide appears in Fig. 3. Note that a relative divide
is also a free divide, since if every endpoint lies on the boundary ∂D then the definition
coincides with that of the relative divide.
Next we extend the definition of links of divides. Let P be a free divide and EP :=
{z1, . . . , zk} the set of all free endpoints of P . At each point (x1, x2) on P \ (EP ∪ ∂D) the
tangent vector space T(x1,x2)(P ) is well-defined. We define the set L̂(P ) by
L̂(P ) := {(x1, x2, u1, u2) ∈ ST(R2) | (x1, x2) ∈ P \EP , (u1, u2) ∈ T(x1,x2)(P )}.
On each point z ∈ P ∩ ∂D, L̂(P ) is also well-defined since the magnitude of the tangent
vector at z ∈ P ∩∂D is always 0. At each free endpoint zi , i = 1, . . . , k, there are two limits
to the tangent vectors of P , denoted by vi, v′i ∈C= R2, and they satisfy v′i = e±πivi . The
two tangent vectors at zi correspond, in ST(R2), to two endpoints of a strand of L̂(P ).
We connect these two endpoints by one of the sets (P, zi ,+) or (P, zi ,−) defined as
follows.
(P, zi ,±) :=
{
(x1, x2, u1, u2) ∈ ST
(
R
2) | (x1, x2)= zi , r =√1 − (x21 + x22),
(u1, u2)= re±θivi , 0 θ  π
}
.
Fig. 3. A non-relative divide. Its link is the knot 10152 in the list in [20].
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Definition 1.2. Let P be a free divide and z1, . . . , zk the free endpoints of P . Select a sign
si =+ or − for each free endpoint zi . The link L(P ; s) of a free divide P with respect to
the signs s := {si}i=1,...,k is the set given by
L(P ; s)= L̂(P ) ∪
(
k⋃
i=1
(P, zi , si )
)
.
When a free divide consists of only one immersed interval and one of the free endpoints is
on the boundary ∂D, the link does not depend upon the signs s (Lemma 2.5).
The above definition of the link of a free divide has a natural meaning in the sense of
“doubling” of the divide (Section 2).
For a link L in S3, consider oriented 2-manifolds, without closed components, smoothly
embedded in the four dimensional ball B4, bounded by S3, with boundary L. The 4-genus
of L is the minimal genus for such 2-manifolds, while the slice Euler characteristic χs(L)
of L is the maximal value of their Euler characteristics.
In the present paper we will prove the following theorem.
Main Theorem. Let P be a free divide, δ(P ) the number of double points of P and let
r(P ) be the number of immersed intervals. Then the gordian number u(L(P ; s)) of the
link L(P ; s), with respect to any signs s, satisfies the following equalities:
u
(
L(P ; s))= 1
2
(
r(P )− χs
(
L(P ; s)))= δ(P ).
In particular, if P consists of one immersed interval then the 4-genus of L(P ; s) is equal
to (1− χs(L(P ; s)))/2, and hence also coincides with u(L(P ; s)) and δ(P ).
The proof of the Main Theorem is based on the result of A’Campo [4] which states
that the gordian number of the link of a single component relative divide is equal to the
number of its double points, which can easily be extended to the several component case
(Theorem 3.1). His proof is, in turn, based on the work of Kronheimer–Mrowka [19] on
the Thom Conjecture.
The second author has written a program “pdivide” [15] which calculates Dowker–
Thistlethwaite codes of divide knots. Using these codes, Knotscape [22] can provide us
with information about the knots of free divides. The following lists of free divides appear
in the appendices: (I) free divides consisting of only one immersed interval with at most
one free endpoint, up to 4 double points, and (II) non-relative divides consisting of only
one immersed interval with two free endpoints, up to 3 double points. For each knot in the
list, we immediately know the gordian number and the 4-genus from the number of double
points of the immersed interval.
The gordian numbers and the 4-genera of 10139, 10145, 10152, 10154, 10161 (using
Rolfsen’s notation [20]) were unknown in the book of Kawauchi [16], and recently they
are determined by Tanaka [21] and Kawamura [17]. These knots appear in the list of free
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divide knots and hence, by the main theorem, their gordian numbers and 4-genera are
simply determined by the numbers of double points of the corresponding free divides.
Corollary 1.3. The gordian number and the 4-genus of 10139, 10145, 10152, 10154, 10161
(using Rolfsen’s notation [20]) are equal to 4, 2, 4, 3, 3, respectively.
The “fibration property” of relative divides does not extend to free divides in general.
This is clear since the 52 knot, which is not fibered, appears in the list. Also we can find
many other examples of non-relative divides whose knots are not fibred (see Section 4).
The authors would like to thank Prof. Norbert A’Campo for his helpful suggestions, and
especially for a comment about the 4-genus. The idea of non-relative divides is based on
a comment from Dr. Mikami Hirasawa during a private discussion in Basel. The authors
thank him for the useful dialogue. They are also grateful to Dr. Tomomi Kawamura for
pointing out an earlier mistake about the 4-genus. Finally they would like to express their
thanks to Prof. Morwen Thistlethwaite for permitting them to use the data obtained by his
celebrated software “Knotscape” in the present paper.
2. Doubling methods of free divides
In this section we explain the meaning behind the definition of links of free divides, from
the viewpoint of oriented divides and doubling methods.
An oriented divide is the image of a generic immersion of a finite number of copies of
the unit circle in the unit disk, with a specific orientation assigned to each immersed circle.
The link of an oriented divide Q is the set Lori(Q) given by
Lori(Q) :=
{
(x1, x2, u1, u2) ∈ ST
(
R
2) | (x1, x2) ∈Q, (u1, u2) ∈ T(x1,x2)(Q)},
where T(x1,x2)(Q) is the set of tangent vectors in the same direction as the assigned
orientation of Q. We call these specified oriented tangent vectors speed vectors. This
construction is equivalent to that of transversal knots corresponding to immersed circles
on the real two dimensional plane in the sense of Legendrian knots. So naturally the link
of an oriented divide is transversal to the standard contact structure in the 3-sphere (and in
practice it is not difficult to show this explicitly using the disk model of S3).
A doubling method is a method for constructing an oriented divide from a free divide by
doubling the immersed intervals and closing each endpoint smoothly. As shown in Fig. 4,
the obtained oriented divide depends upon how we choose to double the divide. However,
the isotopy type of the link of an oriented divide does not change under the triangle moves
and inverse self-tangency moves shown in Fig. 5. Hence all twists of the doubling can be
concentrated in some short arc in P \ {double points} by triangle moves, and then pairs of
neighbouring twists can be cancelled, i.e., made into parallel arcs without twists, by inverse
self-tangency moves. At each free endpoint of an immersed interval, we have two choices
for the orientation of the doubled curve. Hence, for each immersed interval, we have in
total four generic choices for the doubling method, up to the above isotopies.
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Fig. 4. Doubling methods of a free divide.
Fig. 5. Triangle moves (top: allow any choice of orientations) and the inverse self-tangency move
(bottom).
Let P be a free divide and pj an immersed interval of P . Assume that the endpoints
of pj are not on the boundary ∂D. From the definition of the link of a free divide, the
set L̂(pj ) consists of two strands in S3, each of which corresponds to an orientation of
the tangent vectors on pj . Note that, since these two sets of opposite tangent vectors
are in the position of inverse self-tangency for the entire length of the interval, we can
regard them as oriented divides and perturb slightly into a general position except for the
two free endpoints. At each free endpoint the link corresponds to the π -rotation of the
tangent vectors, whose direction depends upon the sign + or − (Fig. 6). Then we define a
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Fig. 6. Tangent vectors at a free endpoint and the corresponding (non-generic) oriented divides.
corresponding (non-generic) oriented divide for each free endpoint as shown at the bottom
of the figure.
When an endpoint of pj is on the boundary ∂D, we assign a + or − and apply the same
construction for making the corresponding oriented divide as we used at the free endpoints.
The isotopy class of the link of the obtained oriented divide is independent of the choice
of this sign by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1 [10, Lemma 2.5]. Let Q be an oriented divide, and construct from it a new
oriented divide Q′ by adding a loop to one of the outside arcs. Then the link of Q is isotopic
to the link of Q′.
Here an outside arc is an arc in the regular part of the oriented divide included in the
closure of the outside region containing the boundary ∂D. See Fig. 7 for the meaning of a
“loop”.
Fig. 7. A loop attached to an outside arc.
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Thus, by perturbing the non-generic divide into a general position, we get a correspond-
ing oriented divide for each immersed interval of the free divide, and the union of the
obtained oriented divides also corresponds to the free divide itself.
Now we consider a free divide consisting of only one immersed interval. It is easy to see
that if the pair of the signs at the endpoints of the immersed interval is (+,+) or (−,−)
then the number of twists used in the doubling method to obtain the corresponding oriented
divide is even, and if the pair is (+,−) or (−,+) then the number of twists is odd.
Definition 2.2. If the pair of signs at the endpoints of a single component free divide is
(+,+) or (−,−) (respectively (+,−) or (−,+)), then we say the sign of the immersed
interval is even (respectively odd).
Lemma 2.3. The isotopy class of the links of a single component free divide depends only
on the sign of the immersed interval.
The lemma follows from the next property of the oriented divide.
Lemma 2.4 [10, Proposition 3.1]. Let Q be an oriented divide and let Q−1 be the
oppositely oriented divide of Q. Then the links of Q and Q−1 are isotopic and lie in
mutually symmetric positions.
Here we do not mention about the meaning of “mutually symmetric positions” in the
assertion and refer to [10]. We do not need this fact in the proof of Lemma 2.3.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. As already mentioned, for each immersed interval we have four
generic choices for the signs at the free endpoints, i.e., (+,+), (+,−), (−,+) and (−,−).
Since the free divide in the lemma consists of only one immersed interval, we have only
four generic choices. However, by Lemma 2.4, the links corresponding to the pairs of signs
(+,+) and (−,−) (respectively (+,−) and (−,+)) are isotopic. Thus we conclude that
the isotopy class depends only on whether the sign of the immersed interval is even or
odd. ✷
By extending any endpoints to the boundary if necessary, from now on we assume that
there are no free endpoints in the outside regions. The isotopy class of the free divide is not
affected by any such extension.
If one of the endpoints is on the boundary ∂D, we have the next lemma.
Lemma 2.5. If one of the endpoints of a single component free divide lies on the
boundary ∂D, then the link is independent of the choice of signs of the immersed interval.
Proof. By Lemma 2.4 we can assume that the orientation of the doubled curve at the
endpoint not lying on the boundary ∂D is counter-clockwise. By using isotopy moves of
the oriented divide, every twist of the doubled curve can be moved near the endpoint on
the boundary, and hence we can remove them by Lemma 2.1. ✷
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Fig. 8. An immersed interval whose link depends on its sign. The link of Q1 is the 52 knot, while
that of Q2 is the (2,3)-torus knot (see Table B1 in Appendix B).
If both endpoints of an immersed interval of a free divide P do not lie on the
boundary ∂D, the link of P may depend upon the signs of the immersed interval. For
example, the links of the two oriented divides in Fig. 8 are different even though they are
both obtained from the same free divide P . It follows that the link of such a non-relative
divide depends upon the signs of its immersed intervals.
3. Proof of Main Theorem
First we extend the result of A’Campo [4] concerning the gordian number of the link of
a single component relative divide to the several component case.
Theorem 3.1 (see [4] for the single component case). Let P be a relative divide, δ(P ) the
number of double points of P , and let r(P ) be the number of immersed intervals. Then the
gordian number u(L(P )) of the link L(P) satisfies the following equality:
u
(
L(P)
)= 1
2
(
r(P )− χs
(
L(P)
))= δ(P ).
Proof. Let fP :C2 → C be a two variable complex polynomial function with real
coefficients which realizes the immersed intervals of the relative divide P on the unit
disk D in the real part of C2. Assume that the degree of fP is sufficiently large. Let
N(D) be a small neighbourhood of D in C2. The Euler characteristic of the 2-manifold
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Fig. 9. A reduction of a free divide.
N(D)∩{(x, y) ∈C2 | fP (x, y)= η}, where η ∈C and |η|> 0 is sufficiently small, is equal
to r(P )− 2δ(P ), which by [19] is the minimum for all 2-manifolds in N(D) bounded by
the link L(P). Hence we have the equality
χs
(
L(P)
)= r(P )− 2δ(P ).
Hence, from Theorem 1.1 in [18], the next inequality holds:
u(L) 1
2
(
r(P )− χs
(
L(P)
))= δ(P ). (3.1)
The inequality u(L)  δ(P ) also holds by the same proof as in the single component
case in [4], or see the proof of Lemma 3.2 below. Thus we have the equalities u(L) =
(r(P )− χs(L(P )))/2 = δ(P ). ✷
Let P be a free divide. Let pj , j = 1, . . . , n, be the immersed interval components of P .
For an immersed interval pk , we consider a parametrization γk : [0,1]→ pk . We label the
inverse images of the double points of P on pk by ti , so that
0 < t1 < t2 < · · ·< tν−1 < tν < 1,
where ν is the number of elements in the inverse image of the double points of P on pk .
Then we set P ′ = γk([0, a])⋃j =k pj , where tν−1 < a < tν . So P ′ is again a free divide,
as shown in Fig. 9. We call this process a reduction of the free divide P or say that P ′ is
obtained from P by a reduction.
First we prove the upperbound of the Main Theorem.
Lemma 3.2. Let P be a free divide. Then u(L(P ; s)) and (r(P )− χs(L(P ; s)))/2 do not
exceed the number of double points of P .
Proof. Let δ(P ) be the number of double points of P . We can apply δ(P ) reductions for
this divide:
P = Pδ(P ) → Pδ(P )−1 →·· ·→ P1 → P0,
where P0 is a divide without any double points. Each reduction Pi+1 → Pi , i =
0, . . . , δ(P ) − 1, corresponds to one crossing change of the link of Pi . We can see this
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Fig. 10. The crossing change of the link of Pi corresponding to a reduction.
easily using the oriented divides obtained by doubling Pi (Fig. 10). First we can assume
that the local part of the oriented divide is, by using its isotopy moves, either as shown in
the figure or as in the figure but with the opposite orientation at the free endpoint. Here we
will present the proof for the former case. Proof of the latter case follows in exactly the
same way. In the process of the reduction in Fig. 10, the curve corresponding to the free
endpoint intersects the other curves tangentially twice. In the first contact, the speed vec-
tors according to the assigned orientations are in the same direction, hence they correspond
to a double point of the link. In the second contact, the speed vectors are in opposite direc-
tions, and so the corresponding strands of the link do not intersect. Therefore the process
described in the figure corresponds to only one crossing change of the link.
By iterating this process δ(P ) times, while preserving the sign of each immersed
interval, we can obtain a divide P0, whose link is an unknotted trivial link. Therefore the
gordian number is at most δ(P ).
The inequality (r(P )− χs(L(P )))/2 δ(P ) follows from inequality (3.1). ✷
Proof of Main Theorem. Let P be a free divide. Since we already have the upperbound
by Lemma 3.2, we can assume, for a contradiction, that u(L(P ; s)) and (r(P ) −
χs(L(P ; s)))/2 are strictly less than δ(P ). Let ∆ be a relative divide such that for a
sequence of reductions of ∆,
∆=∆δ(∆) →∆δ(∆)−1 →·· ·→∆1 →∆0,
there exists k ∈ N, 1  k  δ(∆), with ∆k = P . We can easily construct such a divide ∆
for any given P by extending each free endpoint to the boundary ∂D. Hence ∆ can be
obtained from P by δ(∆)− δ(P ) crossing changes in the sense shown in Fig. 10. Hence
the inequality u(L(P ; s)) < δ(P ) of the assumption implies u(L(∆)) < δ(∆) and this
contradicts Theorem 3.1. Let Sk be a manifold bounded by L(P) such that χs
χ(Sk)= χs
(
L(P)
)
.
For each crossing change from L(∆i) to L(∆i+1), a 2-manifold Si bounded by the link
L(∆i) can be extended to a 2-manifold Si+1 bounded by the link L(∆i+1) such that
χ(Si+1) = χ(Si) − 2, where χ(Si) is the Euler characteristic of Si . Hence we have the
inequality
χs
(
L(∆)
)
 χ(Sδ(∆))= χ(Sk)− 2
(
δ(∆)− δ(P )).
From the assumption, the inequality(
r(P )− χ(Sk)
)
/2
(
r(P )− χs
(
L(P)
))
/2 < δ(P)
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also holds. Hence(
r(∆)− χs
(
L(∆)
))
/2
(
r(P )− χ(Sk)
)
/2 + δ(∆)− δ(P ) < δ(∆),
and this also contradicts Theorem 3.1. ✷
Remark 3.3. The inequality u(L)  (r(L) − χs(L))/2 holds for any link L, and the
equality holds if L has a positive closed braid presentation, see [18]. Therefore the main
theorem is a common property of free divide links and positive closed braids.
4. List of free divides and remarks on the data
First we explain the notation used in the lists contained in the appendices. We list free
divides consisting of only one immersed interval up to symmetry. Hence each divide listed
corresponds to a knot. We assign for each free divide P an index of type AB . Here A is the
number of double points of P , while B is an arbitrary index.
Table B1 in Appendix B is a list of all simple free divides with at most one free endpoint,
up to 4 double points, and Table B2 in Appendix B lists all simple non-relative divides with
two free endpoints, up to 3 double points. A free divide P is called simple if there does not
exist a relative embedded interval ı in the unit disk such that ı intersects P transversely
at only one regular point of P , and each half disk in the unit disk separated by ı contains
a double point of P [6]. If a free divide is not simple, the corresponding link consists of
a connected sum of two links of non-trivial, free divides (see [4], Section 4). In Table B2
there are two knots corresponding to each non-relative divide with two free endpoints,
depending upon the choice of signs of the immersed interval.
In the column labelled “class” in Table B1 we list the class of divide using the
symbols M , D and F1, which we now explain. If M or D is assigned then the free divide
is a divide in the original sense, i.e., it does not have any free endpoints in regions bounded
by the divide. If M is assigned, this means especially that the divide is an ordered Morse
divide in the sense of [9]. In that paper it was shown that if a relative divide is an ordered
Morse divide then the corresponding link has a positive closed braid presentation which
can be easily constructed from the relative divide. D and F1 mean that the divide has zero
or one free endpoint in regions bounded by the divide, respectively.
The index used in Knotscape [22] to distinguish the knots in the lists is written in the
column labelled “Knotscape”. (N b.a.r.) stands for “best available reduction”, which means
that the minimal crossing number of the knot is at most N , but may be less. The Knotscape
index of the divide 445 is empty, because we could not obtain it due to the poor reduction
system of “pdivide” and also the limit of the length of Dowker–Thistlethwaite codes that
can be used in Knotscape.
In the columns labelled “What kind of knot” and “Which knot”, we included relevant
information about specific knots. [AB]Ro is the index used in the knot table in [20]. Tp,q is
the (p, q)-torus knot and T(2,3)(2,5) of 433 is the iterated cable knot of the (2,5)-torus knot
on the (2,3)-torus knot. Sabc... indicates a slalom divide of type “abc . . .” in the sense
of [5], which we explain here for completeness.
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From the code “abc . . .” we can construct the rooted planar tree of the slalom divide
as follows: First we fix a root vertex and assign to it the index 0. Next if we find 0 at
the position a (always true, unless the slalom divide is trivial), we put a new vertex with
index 1 and connect it with the root vertex by an edge. If position b is non-empty, then this
number indicates to which vertex (0 or 1) we should connect a new vertex which is assigned
index 2. This process continues until the data is exhausted. We may have several choices
for the position of new edges, so in general we might, for example, adopt the convention
that the edges are attached in the counter-clockwise order. However in the current list it is
not important because the trees in question are all relatively small. S˜abc... means it is not a
slalom divide in its present state, but that it can be modified to a slalom divide by triangle
moves of divides.
In the column labelled “|A(0)|” we list the absolute value of the leading coefficient of
the Alexander polynomial of the knot. Non-fibredness can be checked by looking at this
value: If it is not equal to 1, then the knot is not fibred [20, p. 326]. Note that if the divide
is relative and consists of a single immersed interval, then the degree of the Alexander
polynomial is equal to twice the number of double points. This is clear because we can
obtain the homological monodromy matrix of the fibration of such a divide from its Dynkin
diagram and intersection matrix of vanishing cycles in the sense of Gusein-Zade [11]. In
the list, when the degree is different from twice the number of double points, we include
it in parentheses. So, for example, 2(4) indicates that |A(0)| = 2 and the degree is 4. We
obtained the Alexander polynomials also by using Knotscape.
In the “Connection” column, we indicate which free divides can be obtained from the
target free divide by a single reduction move. Thus there are at most two connections for
each free divide. This information is useful for checking for multi-existence of immersed
intervals in the lists.
To conclude this paper, we highlight the following interesting points. It is known that
the knots of relative divides include, for example, the knots [10139]Ro, [10145]Ro, knots of
plane curve singularities and arborescent knots for trees with weight 2 at each vertex in the
sense of [7] (see [4,5,14,10]). Since the class of free divides contains all relative divides,
we can of course find them in the list. Moreover, we can obtain, as the links of free divides,
knots such as [10152]Ro, [10154]Ro, [10161]Ro. Recently, the gordian numbers and 4-genera
of [10145]Ro, [10154]Ro and [10161]Ro have been found by [21] and those of [10145]Ro,
[10152]Ro by [17]. The other knots in the list, up to 10 crossings, can be cross-checked in
the knot table in [16].
The two divides 425 and 470 correspond to the same knot [10139]Ro though they are
not equivalent via triangle moves of divides. This fact was found by A’Campo (see [10]).
The pair of divides 471 and 482 also correspond to the same knot (11n77 in the notation
in Knotscape) though, again, they are not divide equivalent. The two knots corresponding
to the latter pair of divides have positive closed braid presentations since the divide 482 is
an ordered Morse divide. Hence 471 is an example of a non-ordered Morse divide, up to
triangle moves, whose knot has positive closed braid presentation.
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Appendix A
Table of simple free divides with at most one free endpoint (up to 4 double points).
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Table of non-simple free divides with at most one free endpoint (up to 3 double points).
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Table of simple non-relative divides with two free endpoints (up to 3 double points).
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Appendix B
Table B1
Table of simple free divides with at most one free endpoint (up to 4 double points)
No. Class Knotscape What kind of knot |A(0)| Connection
11 M 3a1 [31]Ro, T2,3, S0 1 01
21 M 5a2 [51]Ro, T2,5, S01 1 11
22 D 10n14 [10145]Ro 1 11
23 F1 5a2 [51]Ro, T2,5 1 11,12
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No. Class Knotscape What kind of knot |A(0)| Connection
31 M 7a7 [71]Ro, T2,7, S012 1 21
32 D 12n276 1 21
33 F1 7a7 [71]Ro, T2,7 1 21,24
34 F1 8n3 [819]Ro, T3,4 1 21,26
35 F1 10n7 [10154]Ro 1 21,27
36 D 12n402 1 22
37 D (26 b.a.r.) 1 22
38 F1 12n402 1 22,25
39 F1 10n31 [10161]Ro 1 22,28
310 M 8n3 [819]Ro, T3,4, S011 1 C1
311 D (17 b.a.r.) 1 C1
312 F1 12n329 1 C1,25
313 D 12n329 1 C2
314 F1 8n3 [819]Ro, T3,4 1 C2,24
315 M 8n3 [819]Ro, T3,4, S˜011 1 23
316 F1 10n31 [10161]Ro 1 23,29
317 F1 12n830 2(4) 23,28
318 F1 12n830 2(4) 23,27
41 M 9a41 [91]Ro, T2,9, S0123 1 31
42 D 14n4679 1 31
43 F1 9a41 [91]Ro, T2,9 1 31,319
44 F1 10n21 [10124]Ro, T3,5 1 31,321
45 F1 10n27 [10139]Ro 1 31,322
46 F1 12n640 1 31,323
47 F1 12n187 1 31,324
48 D 14n6414 1 32
49 D (28 b.a.r.) 1 32
410 F1 14n6414 1 32,320
411 F1 12n426 1 32,325
412 M 10n21 [10124]Ro, T3,5, S0112 1 C3
413 D (19 b.a.r.) 1 C3
414 F1 14n7642 1 C3,338
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No. Class Knotscape What kind of knot |A(0)| Connection
415 F1 15n5787 1 C3,328
416 F1 (17 b.a.r.) 1 C3,339
417 F1 14n6399 1 C3,320
418 D 14n7642 1 C4
419 D 14n6399 1 C4
420 F1 10n21 [10124]Ro, T3,5 1 C4,331
421 F1 10n36 [10152]Ro 1 C4,321
422 F1 12n91 1 C4,333
423 F1 10n21 [10124]Ro, T3,5 1 C4,319
424 M 10n21 [10124]Ro, T3,5, S˜0112 1 33,314
425 M 10n27 [10139]Ro 1 33
426 F1 12n640 1 33,349
427 F1 14n24000 3(6) 33,341
428 F1 14n24000 3(6) 33,333
429 M 10n21 [10124]Ro, T3,5, S˜0112 1 34
430 F1 12n426 1 34,347
431 F1 15n52940 2(6) 34,334
432 F1 15n52940 2(6) 34,342
433 D 13n4639 T(2,3)(2,5) 1 35,318
434 F1 12n426 1 35,353
435 F1 15n143473 1 35,355
436 F1 (18 b.a.r.) 1(6) 35,359
437 F1 (18 b.a.r.) 1(6) 35,358
438 D 14n14858 1 36
439 D (28 b.a.r.) 1 36
440 F1 14n14858 1 36,326
441 F1 15n30460 1 36,328
442 F1 14n24757 1 36,323
443 F1 (26 b.a.r.) 1 36,329
444 D (28 b.a.r.) 1 37
445 D 37
446 F1 (28 b.a.r.) 1 37,327
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No. Class Knotscape What kind of knot |A(0)| Connection
447 F1 (23 b.a.r.) 1 37,330
448 D 15n30460 1 C5
449 D (33 b.a.r.) 1 C5
450 F1 (19 b.a.r.) 1 C5,332
451 F1 (18 b.a.r.) 1 C5,336
452 F1 (28 b.a.r.) 1 C5,327
453 D (19 b.a.r.) 1 C6
454 D (28 b.a.r.) 1 C6
455 F1 15n30460 1 C6,338
456 F1 15n12307 1 C6,341
457 F1 15n30460 1 C6,326
458 D 15n30460 1 38,312
459 D 15n81063 1 38
460 F1 (17 b.a.r.) 1 38,351
461 F1 14n24757 1 38,345
462 F1 (19 b.a.r.) 5(6) 38,336
463 F1 (19 b.a.r.) 5(6) 38,339
464 D 10n27 [10139]Ro 1 39,317
465 F1 (23 b.a.r.) 1 39,360
466 F1 14n24757 1 39,363
467 F1 15n84092 1 39,362
468 F1 (17 b.a.r.) 3(6) 39,365
469 F1 (17 b.a.r.) 3(6) 39,359
470 M 10n27 [10139]Ro, S0122 1 310
471 D 11n77 1 310
472 F1 10n27 [10139]Ro 1 310,331
473 F1 10n21 [10124]Ro, T3,5 1 310,321
474 F1 12n426 1 310,333
475 F1 10n36 [10152]Ro 1 310,334
476 F1 16n429022 1 310,335
477 D (19 b.a.r.) 1 311
478 D (41 b.a.r.) 1 311
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479 F1 (19 b.a.r.) 1 311,332
480 F1 (17 b.a.r.) 1 311,336
481 F1 (20 b.a.r.) 1 311,337
482 M 11n77 S0111 1 C7
483 D (24 b.a.r.) 1 C7
484 F1 (19 b.a.r.) 1 C7,332
485 D 14n7648 1 C8
486 D (19 b.a.r.) 1 C8
487 F1 14n18853 1 C8,338
488 F1 11n77 1 C8,331
489 F1 (17 b.a.r.) 1 312,351
490 F1 (19 b.a.r.) 2(6) 312,336
491 F1 (19 b.a.r.) 2(6) 312,339
492 D 14n14296 1 313
493 D (28 b.a.r.) 1 313
494 F1 14n14296 1 313,338
495 F1 15n30460 1 313,328
496 F1 (18 b.a.r.) 1 313,339
497 F1 (18 b.a.r.) 1 313,340
498 F1 14n14296 1 313,338
499 F1 12n647 1 313,341
4100 F1 15n125444 1 313,342
4101 F1 (18 b.a.r.) 1 313,343
4102 D 14n18853 1 C10
4103 D (19 b.a.r.) 1 C10
4104 F1 14n7648 1 C10,338
4105 F1 12n647 1 314,349
4106 F1 15n52940 2(6) 314,341
4107 F1 15n52940 2(6) 314,333
4108 M 10n27 [10139]Ro, S˜0122 1 315
4109 D 11n77 1 315
4110 F1 10n21 [10124]Ro, T3,5 1 315,344
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4111 F1 10n21 [10124]Ro, T3,5 1 315,322
4112 F1 10n36 [10152]Ro 1 315,347
4113 M 10n27 [10139]Ro, S˜0122 1 316
4114 F1 12n640 1 316,366
4115 F1 14n24757 1 316,368
4116 F1 (17 b.a.r.) 3(6) 316,362
4117 F1 (17 b.a.r.) 3(6) 316,355
4118 F1 15n12113 3(6) 317,324
4119 F1 (20 b.a.r.) 2(6) 317,346
4120 F1 (23 b.a.r.) 1 317,360
4121 F1 (25 b.a.r.) 1(6) 317,330
4122 F1 (21 b.a.r.) 1 317,337
4123 F1 (21 b.a.r.) 1 317,340
4124 F1 (25 b.a.r.) 1(6) 318,329
4125 F1 (20 b.a.r.) 2(6) 318,348
4126 F1 15n11691 3(6) 318,325
4127 F1 10n36 [10152]Ro 1 318,353
4128 F1 (21 b.a.r.) 1 318,343
4129 F1 (21 b.a.r.) 1 318,335
Table B2
Table of simple non-relative divides with two free endpoints (up to 3 double points)
No. Even Odd Conn.
Knotscape Which knot |A(0)| Knotscape Which knot |A(0)|
12 5a1 [52]Ro 2 3a1 [31]Ro, T2,3 1 01
24 7a3 [75]Ro 2 5a2 [51]Ro, T2,5 1 11
25 12n332 2 10n14 [10145]Ro 1 11
26 not prime [31]Ro#[31]Ro 1 5a2 [51]Ro, T2,5 1 11
27 5a2 [51]Ro, T2,5 1 12n293 2(2) 11,12
28 5a2 [51]Ro, T2,5 1 12n293 2(2) 11,12
29 7a5 [73]Ro 2 10n14 [10145]Ro 1 12
210 (17 b.a.r.) 3 10n14 [10145]Ro 1 12
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Knotscape Which knot |A(0)| Knotscape Which knot |A(0)|
319 9a23 [96]Ro 2 7a7 [71]Ro, T2,7 1 21
320 14n6400 2 12n276 1 21
321 not prime [51]Ro#[31]Ro 1 8n3 [819]Ro, T3,4 1 21,C1
322 7a7 [71]Ro, T2,7 1 8n3 [819]Ro, T3,4 1 21,23
323 10n31 [10161]Ro 1 12n148 1 21,22
324 10n7 [10154]Ro 1 14n6690 3(4) 21,28
325 10n7 [10154]Ro 1 14n6690 3(4) 21,27
326 14n9163 2 12n402 1 22
327 (28 b.a.r.) 2 (26 b.a.r.) 1 22
328 not prime [10145]Ro#[31]Ro 1 12n329 1 22,C2
329 10n31 [10161]Ro 1 (28 b.a.r.) 1(4) 22,27
330 10n31 [10161]Ro 1 (28 b.a.r.) 1(4) 22,28
331 9a25 [916]Ro 2 8n3 [819]Ro, T3,4 1 C1
332 (19 b.a.r.) 2 (17 b.a.r.) 1 C1
333 8n3 [819]Ro, T3,4 1 14n6690 3(4) C1,24
334 12n750 2(4) 13n631 3(4) C1,26
335 (19 b.a.r.) 3(4) 14n9353 1 C1,27
336 12n329 1 (19 b.a.r.) 5(4) C1,25
337 (19 b.a.r.) 3(4) 14n9353 1 C1,28
338 14n7651 2 12n329 1 C2
339 12n329 1 (19 b.a.r.) 5(4) C2,25
340 (19 b.a.r.) 3(4) 14n9353 1 C2,28
341 8n3 [819]Ro, T3,4 1 14n6690 3(4) C2,24
342 12n750 2(4) 13n631 3(4) C2,26
343 (19 b.a.r.) 3(4) 14n9353 1 C2,27
344 7a7 [71]Ro, T2,7 1 8n3 [819]Ro, T3,4 1 23
345 14n19974 1 10n31 [10161]Ro 1 23,25
346 16n435226 1 12n830 2(4) 23,28
347 8n3 [819]Ro, T3,4 1 10n7 [10154]Ro 1 23,26
348 16n435226 1 12n830 2(4) 23,27
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No. Even Odd Conn.
Knotscape Which knot |A(0)| Knotscape Which knot |A(0)|
349 9a33 [99]Ro 2 12n148 1 24
350 (19 b.a.r.) 3 12n148 1 24
351 14n14302 2 (17 b.a.r.) 1 25
352 (24 b.a.r.) 3 (17 b.a.r.) 1 25
353 8n3 [819]Ro, T3,4 1 10n7 [10154]Ro 1 27
354 (19 b.a.r.) 2 10n7 [10154]Ro 1 27
355 (17 b.a.r.) 1 14n9593 4(4) 27,29
356 (17 b.a.r.) 1 10n31 [10161]Ro 1 27,29
357 14n19974 1 (28 b.a.r.) 1(4) 27,210
358 (19 b.a.r.) 3(4) 15n166123 1 27
359 (19 b.a.r.) 3(4) 15n166123 1 27,28
360 (21 b.a.r.) 1 (26 b.a.r.) 1 28
361 (32 b.a.r.) 2 (26 b.a.r.) 1 28
362 (17 b.a.r.) 1 14n9593 4(4) 28,29
363 14n19974 1 10n31 [10161]Ro 1 28,210
364 14n19974 1 (28 b.a.r.) 1(4) 28,210
365 (19 b.a.r.) 3(4) 15n166123 1 28
366 9a38 [93]Ro 2 12n148 2 29
367 (19 b.a.r.) 3 12n148 2 29
368 14n22711 1 12n402 1 29,210
369 (19 b.a.r.) 3 (26 b.a.r.) 1 210
370 (37 b.a.r.) 4 (26 b.a.r.) 1 210
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